Healthy for the
Holidays:

Juicer Heroes at the
SAHS November
Meeting
Jason and Josh are two brothers
who became passionate about Juicing and
healthy living as a necessity. In 2008, Jason
began to experience several disconnected
symptoms that after visiting several doctors
and dozens of tests, no real diagnosis could
be determined. Jason spent hours on the
internet and finally discovered he had
heavy metal poisoning attributed to his
amalgam or Mercury fillings he had gotten
as a child.
He then researched how to detox
and discovered that Juicing of greens was the only real method. This
led to their founding Juicer Heroes, which provides a menu of the
freshest, healthiest fruit and vegetable juices with varieties for every
taste and pricing to fit every budget. Join the Herb Society members
and guests on Thursday, November 8th, to hear the Juicer Heroes
story.

Members N-Q, please bring a tasty treat for our Hospitality Table. Be
sure to provide a name card (and recipe) for the dish you bring (or
email it directly to the newsletter editor for publication). Come on
out to the lovely San Antonio Garden Center, located on the corner of
Funston and N. New Braunfels. Social time is from 6:30-7:00 and the
meeting and program begin at 7:00.

Where? The San Antonio Garden Center
3310 N. New Braunfels
(Corner of Funston and N. New Braunfels)
San Antonio, TX 78209
www.sanantonioherbs.org
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